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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a traffic control system for one-way passing of vehicles around a road section
under construction, having two two-position traffic signals temporarily provided at each of the ends of the road section.

Description of Prior Art

[0002] Generally, in the event that vehicles alternately pass a one-way road section under construction from opposite
directions, traffic signals are temporarily provided at each of the ends of the section, thereby conducting a traffic control.
One of the representative of such prior art is disclosed, for example in Japanese Patent Appln Laid-Open No.3-62198,
wherein at each of the ends of the section are provided traffic signals and detector means such as pressure sensors
for detection of the number of vehicles passing therethrough, thus extending the lighting time of green signals at the
heavier traffic end. Likewise, there is disclosed a signal controller circuit in Japanese Utility Model Publication No.
55-31675, while there is also disclosed a signal device which changes indication of signals by means of vehicle detector
means such as light sensor or the like provided adjacent the signals in Japanese Utility Model Appln Laid-Open No.
64-27798. Further, there is further disclosed a system for alternately switching traffic signals controller device in Jap-
anese Patent Appln Laid-Open No.5-40897, having a set of traffic signals which is so operated that while one traffic
light at passage allowed end is green, the other traffic signal at no passage allowed end is red or against use and
detector means for detection of vehicles passing through the section. Furthermore, there is also proposed a traffic
signal device provided at each of the ends of a road section under construction in Japanese Patent Examined Publi-
cation No.50-13120 (Application No. 45-77569).
[0003] However, according to the traffic signals -controller device in Japanese Patent Appln Laid-Open No.3-62198,
as the device controls the lighting time of the traffic signal based on the numeric data concerning waiting vehicles, it
is difficult to allow vehicles from opposite directions to efficiently pass the section to shorten the waiting time of vehicles.
Further, according to any of the above prior art, the waiting time will become still comparatively long, thus easily causing
a traffic jam when traffic density is distinctly larger at one side than at the other side in the road repairing section.
[0004] In addition, according to the above prior art, as they employ sensitive systems for control of the lighting of the
traffic signals based on the detection of vehicles by the detector means such as pressure sensor, light sensor or the
like, the control systems for traffic signals will be damaged in case of troubles being caused in the detector means.
Furthermore, as such signal systems are usually still in operation even at night when no vehicles are found, there will
sometimes be no input of detection signals for more than a preset time. In such case, you cannot conclude merely
from the fact of no traffic that the detector means are out of order. Additionally, according to the above prior art, vehicles
from the opposite directions will be exposed to great danger of head-on collision in the case that a vehicle enters the
section against a red signal immediately after the change to red from green, while another vehicle also enters the
section because of the signal change to green from red before the passing of the opposite vehicle.
[0005] Furthermore in the European Patent Application No. 0 564 062 a traffic control system for road constrictions
with mobile traffic signals is disclosed, wherein the time period after switching to a green signal during which vehicles
may leave the constriction and oncoming vehicles are not yet allowed to a enter the constriction is determined via
detector means at each of the ends of the constriction, and said time period is prolonged, when vehicle movement is
registrated within the measuring region of the detectors.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Accordingly, it is a main object of the present invention to provide a traffic control system for one-way passing
of vehicles which can reduce the waiting time of vehicles and allow them to efficiently pass a road section under
construction.
[0007] It is another object of the present invention to provide a traffic control system for one-way passing of vehicles
which can ensure the safety passage by vehicles in the road section at the time of signal changes.
[0008] It is also an object of the present invention to provide a traffic control system for one-way passing of vehicles
which can allow vehicles to efficiently pass the section even in the case of trouble in detector means and the night
having less traffic density.
[0009] It is further an object of the present invention to provide a traffic control system for one-way passing of vehicles
which can allow vehicles entering the section immediately after the signal change from green to red to safely pass the
section.
[0010] Additionally, it is further an object of the present invention to provide a traffic control system for one-way
passing of vehicles which can allow vehicles to safely and efficiently pass the section by shortening the red lighting
time of the signals in the case that vehicles do not pass the section immediately before the signal changes from green
to red.
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[0011] The invention is achieved as set out in the appended claims.
[0012] In accordance with a major feature of the present invention, there is provided a traffic control system for
directing alternating one-way passing of vehicles around a roadwork site section comprising: two two-position traffic
signals provided at eachs of the ends of the road-work site section; detector means for detection of vehicle passage
volume provided at each of the ends of the road work site section and connected to each of the respective two-position
traffic signals; sensitive controller device for controlling the duration of green or red lighting time and for switching
between the red or green indication of the traffic signals if detection signals are generated by the detector means,
characterized in that said sensitive controller device comprises a lighting time setting means by which the minimum
and maximum green lighting time of the two-position traffic signals can be set; a lighting time controller means which
increments green lighting time by fixed time increments if a detection signal is input with respect to the vehicle traffic
volume during a holding period prior to the elapsing of the minimum green lighting in which the switch controller device
is held static time, and further increments the green lighting time by each fixed time increment up to the maximum
green lighting if time another detection signal is input during the extension time made up by the elapsed time the
increments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Other objects, features and advantages of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from the
following description of the preferred embodiments of the invention, ,wherein reference is made to the accompanying
drawings, of which:
[0014] Fig.1 is an explanatory plan view and diagram showing a first embodiment of the invention.
[0015] Fig.2 is a flow chart showing a first embodiment of the invention.
[0016] Fig.3 is a diagrammatic view showing a system for a first embodiment of the invention.
[0017] Fig.4 is a front view showing an operation box of a first embodiment of the invention.
[0018] Fig.5 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of the invention.
[0019] Fig.6 is a time line diagram explaining switching from a fixed-cycle operation to a manual operation of a first
embodiment of the invention.
[0020] Fig.7 is a flow chart showing an ill-detection switching means of a first embodiment of the invention.
[0021] Fig.8 is a time line diagram explaining an example of an actual operation of an ill-detection switching means
of a first embodiment of the invention.
[0022] Fig.9 is a time line diagram showing a one-cyle time of a first embodiment of the invention.
[0023] Fig. 10 is a front view showing a traffic light of a first embodiment of the invention.
[0024] Fig.11 is a front view showing another traffic light of a first embodiment of the invention.
[0025] Fig.12 is an explanatory plan view and diagram showing a second embodiment of the invention.
[0026] Fig.13 is an explanatory diagram showing an extension of red time by means of a red time extension means
of a second embodiment of the invention.
[0027] Fig.14 is an explanatory diagram showing a reduction of a red time by means of a red time reduction means
of a second embodiment of the invention.
[0028] Fig.15 is also an explanatory diagram showing a reduction of red time by means of a red time reduction means
of a second embodiment of the invention.
[0029] Fig.16 is an explanatory diagram in which a green lighting time has amounted to a max. green time in a second
embodiment of the invention.
[0030] Fig.17 is an explanatory plan view and diagram showing a third embodiment of the invention.
[0031] Fig.18 is an explanatory diagram in which a red lighting time has been extended by a red time extension
controller means having a repeated extension means of a third embodiment of the invention.
[0032] Fig.19 is also an explanatory diagram in which a red lighting time has been extended by a red time extension
controller means having a repeated extension means of a third embodiment of the invention.
[0033] Fig.20 is an explanatory plan view and diagram showing a fourth embodiment of the invention.
[0034] Fig.21 is a side view showing an ultrasonic wave sensor of a fourth embodiment of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0035] Hereinafter is described a first embodiment of the present invention with reference to Figs.1 to 11.
[0036] In Figs. 1 to 11 showing a first embodiment of the inventon, reference numeral 1 generally designates a road,
having two lanes such as up lane 2 and down lane 3, wherein the up lane 2 is assumed to be blocked because of a
work site 4, and vehicles from opposite directions are assumed to alternately pass a road work site section 5 of L
meters where traffic is one-way controlled. At each of the ends of the road work site section 5 are temporarily provided
simplified traffic lights 6 and 7, which employ two-position signaling systems, each of which having switchable red and
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green signals, said red signals being capable of flash operation. Reference numerals 8 and 9 designate detector means
which are provided at stop lines of up and down lanes 2,3 (not shown), corresponding to the traffic lights 6 and 7
respectively. The detector means 8 and 9 may be, preferably, any suitable sensors such as pressure sensor, light
sensor or the like, thereby detecting the passage of vehicles to output detection signals.
[0037] Reference numeral 10 designates a sensitive controller device which controls the lighting of red and green
signals of the traffic lights 6 and 7 by means of the detection signals derived from the detector means 8 and 9. The
sensitive controller device 10 is connected to each detector means 8,9 and signals 6,7 across electric cables. whereby
the signals 6,7 are so cycled that one signal is green while the other, red, one signal red while the other green, and
both signals red (uniformly red). The sensitive-controller device 10 comprises a clocker device 11 such as a timer for
clocking the elapsing of time and lighting time setting means 12. The lighting time setting means 12 comprises a setting
time input means 13 such as a key board or setting control as described hereinbelow, thereby optionally setting a
minimum green time Tmin. which is common to the signals 6 and 7, a maximum green time Tmax. which is changeable
in the signals 6 and 7, a red time Tr. during which both signals 6,7 are red, switch holding period Tk. as described
hereinbelow, and a fixed time increment Te. respectively, all of which are memorized by the lighting time setting means
12.
[0038] More specifically, the minimum green time Tmin. is the time duration or hour during which signals 6 or 7
continues to be in green regardless of the detection signals corresponding to the vehicle traffic volume, while the
maximum green time Tmax. is the time duration or hour after expiration of which the signals 6,7 must be changed to
red from green. Likewise, the switch holding period Tk. is preset time duration or hour before the expiration of the
minimum green time Tmin., while the fixed time increment Te. is the time duration or hour by which the green time is
incremented after passage of vehicles based on the detection signals with respect to the vehicle traffic volume.
[0039] The red time Tr. can be obtained by the following equation:

wherein Vave.is an average velocity of vehicles passing the road work site section 5. Tr.is obtained by dividing
L or the length of the section 5 by average velocity 5.6 m/sec., assuming that vehicles generally pass the section 5 at
a speed of 20 km/hour, thereby setting Tr. at an average time or hour taken for vehicles to completely pass through
the section 5.
[0040] Further, the sensitive controller device 10 further comprises lighting time controller means 14 for controlling
the duration of the lighting time of the red and green signals of the signals 6,7. The lighting time controller 14 is operated
in the following manner:
[0041] If the detection signals corresponding to the vehicle traffic volume are input by the detector means 8 prior to
the elapsing of the minimum green time Tmin. within the switch holding period Tk. equal to the fixed time increment
Te., the lighting time duration of the green signal of the traffic signal 6 is extended by the fixed time increment Te. If
there is no input of detection signals corresponding to the vehicle traffic volume during the fixed time increment Te.,
which means there is no traffic during the period, the traffic signal 6 changes to red, while if there are some inputs
thereof during the period, the lighting time duration of the green signal is further extended by the fixed time increment
Te., which can be extended up to the maximum green time Tmax., where the traffic signal 6 must be changed to red
regardless of the remainder of the fixed time increment Te., so that both traffic signals 6,7 will be in red. Upon expiration
of the red time Tr., the other traffic signal 7 is changed to green, and the lighting time of green signal is controlled by
means of the detection signals from the detector means 9 in the same manner as the above described.
[0042] The sensitive controller 14 further comprises a red time automated learning calculator means 15 ( hereinafter
red automated learning means), wherein if the detector means is, for example, pressure sensor, the detector means
9 is provided across the entire width of road, while the detector means 8 provided across the up lane 2 thereof, whereby
the detector means 8,9 can detect passage of vehicles from opposite directions. The red time automated learning
means 15 clocks the time distance to allow the last vehicle to pass through the section 5 during the lighting of green
signal at one end, based on the detection signals derived from detector means 8 and 9, thereby setting the red time
Tr. for control of the system. The red time automated learing means 15 enables the setting and controlling of the red
time Tr. without use of the lighting time setting means 12, wherein, for example, an average value of the time distance
taken every thirty minutes may be the red time Tr., which is input to the lighting time setting means 12, thus prolonging
the red time Tr. during comparatively a heavy traffic time zone such as so-called the rush hour, and shortening the
same during comparatively a light traffic time zone.
[0043] Furthermore, the sensitive controller 10 may be provided with self-decision function, which can automatically
change the operation of the traffic signals 6,7 into fixed-cycle control operation to smoothly perform signal operation,
in the event that there are any troubles such as disconnectiqn in the detector means 8,9 or abnormal operation of traffic
signals 6,7 such as green operation. Additionally, the sensitive controller may detect the burn-out of electric bulbs of

Tr.= L/Vave.
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the traffic signals 6,7, thus performing a control operation to produce an alarming sound by means of alarming means
(not shown).
[0044] Hereinafter is described an example of control operation of traffic signals 6,7 by means of the sensitive con-
troller device 10 with reference to flow chart shown in FIg. 2.
[0045] When the detection signals corresponding to the vehicle traffic volume are input in the sensitive controller
device 10 during the minimum green time Tmin. across the detector means 8, the lighting time duration of the green
signal is extended by the fixed time increment Te.as "Input "shown in the flow chart, which is furhter extended up to
the maximum green time Tmax. at maximun. In the case of "No Input", the traffic signals 6,7 are changed to red after
the elapsing of the minimun green time Tmin.
[0046] Fig.3 is a time line diagram wherein axis of abscissa is time-axis for explanation of the elapsing of time and
lighting time of the traffic signals 6,7. Arrow Y designates input of detection signals from the detector means 8.
[0047] For upper time zone, if there is no input of detection signals within the switch holding time Tk., the green time
zone changes to red time zone Tr.after elapsing of the minimum green time Tmin.
[0048] Whilst, for intermediate time zone, if there is input of detection signals within the swith holding time Tk. before
the elapsing of the minimum green time Tmin., the green time zone is further extended by the fixed time increment
zone Te.. Namely, as can be seen from the three arrows and three fixed increment time zones shown in relation to the
intermediate time zone, if the second detection signal illustrated by the middle arrow is input during the first fixed time
increment due to the input of the first detection signal illustrated by the left arrow, the lighting time duration of green
signal is further incremented by the fixed time Te. from the time point of the second detection signal. If there is no input
of the detection signal after the input of the third detection signal illustrated in the right arrow, the green time zone is
changed to the red time zone Tr. after elapsing of the fixed time Te..
[0049] For ower time zone, where the green time is further incremented up to the maximum green time Tmax. by
the subsequent detection signals, the green time zone is changed to red time zone regardless of the remainder of the
fixed time Te. caused by the sixth detection signal. With the system thus described, control of the traffic signals 6 and
7 can be optimized, corresponding to varying degree of passage of vehicles. The lighting time of green signal for down
lane can be controlled in the same manner as described above.
[0050] According to the above system for traffic signals for one-way passing, the green signals of the traffic signals
6,7 are changed under the maximum green time Tmax after the minimum green time Tmin.. depending on the vehicles
volume passage during the fixed time Te., whereby the green signals are switched if the passage volume of vehicles
cease, and are controlled depending on the varying degree of the passage. Accordingly, even if there are different
traffic density in the up and down lanes, the traffic jam occurring at one lane can be prevented, thus shortening the
holding or waiting time and efficiently controlling the vehicle volume passage from the up and down directions. Further,
the detector means 8,9 have only to be provided near the work site section 5, for example in the stop lines thereof,
and the wiring such as electric cables to connect to the sensitive controller 10 can be comparatively shortened, thereby
resulting in low manufacturing cost of the system. In addition, as one cycle of the operation of the traffic signals changes
depending on the varying degree of traffic density, you can be free from waste of time, thus efficiently controlling
alternate one-way passage.
[0051] In a preferred form of the invention, the sensitive controller 10 is housed in operation box 21 shown in Fig.4,
within which is provided lighting controller 22 having CPU or electric circuit for control of the lighting of the traffic signals
6,7. The sensitive controller 10 may be incorporated into a part of the lighting controller 22 as shown in FIg.5, or
alternatively, may be provided independently thereof.
[0052] The description described hereinbelow is related to the system within the operation box 21, wherein traffic
signal A corresponds to the traffic signal 6 for up lane, while traffic signal B to the traffic signal 7 for down lane. The
lighting controller 22 can perform simultaneous red flash operation of the traffic signals 6,7 by switching of operation
mode switch 23 provided in front of the operation box 21, manual operation of red-green, red-red, green-red lightings
of the traffic signals 6,7 by switching manual switch 24 in front of the operation box 21, fixed-cycle operation of the
traffic signals 6,7, each cycle including green-red, red-red, red-green lightings in sequence for each preset period, thus
switching the traffic signals 6,7 in association with the above four operation modes.
[0053] The lighting controller 22 is connected to the switches 23,24, whereby in manual operation mode with the use
of the switching operation of the switch 23, the manual switch control 24 is laid down to "A-Green" side in a switch
indication line so that the traffic signal 6 changes to green while the traffic signal 7 to red. Likewise, both the traffic
signal 6 and 7 change to red when the manual switch control 24 is positioned intermediately, while the manual switch
control 24 is laid down to "B-Green" side in the switch indication line so that the traffic signal 6 changes to red while
the traffic signal 7 to green. At this time, by tuning of lighting time duration setting controls provided in front of the
operation box 21, each green lighting time duration and the red (red-red) lighiting time duration of the traffic signals
6,7 can be determined, while by operation of the operation mode switching control 23, which is also provided in front
of the operation box 21, the four opeartion modes, i.e., red flash, manual, sensitive and fixed-cycle operation modes
can be switched.
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[0054] Referring to Fig.4, the operation mode switching control 23 is turned to each position corresponding to "red
flash", "manual","sensitive" or "fixed-cycle" so that the operation modes of the traffic signals 6,7 can be changed to red
flash, manual, sensitive and fixed-cycle operation respectively.
[0055] Preferably, the above-mentioned lighting time duration setting controls comprises: maximum green time set-
ting control 25 positioned in an upper-left side of Fig.4, said control 25 setting green lighting time duration of the traffic
signal 6 in fixed-cycle mode; red time duration setting control 26 positioned in an upper-intermediate side thereof, said
control 26 setting red lighting time duration of the traffic signal 6 in fixed-cycle mode; maximum green time setting
control 27 positioned in an upper-right side of thereof, said control 27 setting green lighting time duration of the traffic
signal 7 in fixed-cycle mode; minimum green time setting control 28 positioned in a lower side thereof, said control 28
setting minimum green lighting time of the traffic signals 6 and 7.
[0056] In the above fixed-cycle operation mode, each set value obtained by tuning the maximum green time controls
25,27 will be each preset green lighting time of the traffic signals 6,7 for up and down lanes, where the time setting
controls 25 to 28 are used as the aforesaid setting time input means 13. Namely, the operation mode switch 23 is
turned to "sensitive" mode, and then, the controls 25 to 28 are desirably tuned, thereby setting the maximum green
time Tmax. for the traffic signal 6, the red time Tr., the maximum green time Tmax. for the traffic signal 7 and the
minimum green time Tmin. for both the traffic signals 6 and 7 respectively. Based on the above-set Tmax., Tr., Tmax
and Tmin., the sensitive controller 10 controls the above-described sensitive operation of the traffic signals 6 and 7.
[0057] As described above, the present invention is related to a traffic control system in which the operation of the
operation mode switch 23 enables the switching of four operation modes including red-flash, manual, fixed-cycle and
sensitive operation modes of the traffic signals 6 and 7.
[0058] Referring to Fig.5, reference numeral 31 designates switching controller 31 within the operation box 21. The
switching controller 31 comprises CPU, certain electric circuit or the like, which may be incorporated into the lighting
controller 22. The switching controller 31 can control the shifting of the operation modes of the traffic signals 6,7 when
the operation modes are changed to those by the lighting controller 22 or sensitive controller 10 by means of the
operation mode switch 23. The controlling details are explained in Table 1 shown below:
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[0059] Hereinafter is described the control by means of the switching controller 31 with reference to Table 1.
[0060] In the red-flash operation mode shown in an upper or first row of Table 1, the mode is changed to another
mode after execution of red (red-red) lighting of the traffic signals 6 and 7 for the red time Tr. set by the uniformly red
time duration setting control 26. In the manual operation mode shown in the second row thereof, the mode is changed
to another mode after execution of red lighting of the traffic signals 6 and 7 for the red time Tr. irrespective of any
lighting indication thereof at that time. In the event that the traffic signals 6 and 7 are in the red operation at the time
of operation by the operation mode switch 23, the mode is changed to another mode after execution of red lighting for
the preset red time Tr. after switching by the operation mode switch 23.
[0061] In the fixed-cycle operation mode shown in a lower or fourth row thereof, being referenced on the green
lighting of one traffic signal, the mode is changed to another mode via execution of red lighting for the red time Tr. after
elapsing of the maximun green time Tmax. for the traffic signal. In the event that the traffic signals 6 and 7 are in the
red-operation in the fixed-cycle operation mode prior to the switching by the operation mode switch 23, the mode is
changed to another mode after execution of red lighting for the preset red time Tr. after switching by the operation
mode switch 23.
[0062] In Fig.6 showing a time line diagram explaining one example in which operation mode is being shifted from
fixed-cycle to manual operation mode, wherein time generally flows from the left toward the right direction, and manual
operation switch 24 is laid down to "B Green"(or "A Red) side in advance. If the fixed-cycle mode is changed to the
manual mode at the time of the green lighting of the traffic signal 6 for the up lane, the traffic signal 6 will still remain
green in spite of the above manual switching until the remainder Tz. of the preset maximun green time Tmax. lapses,
and then, both of the traffic signals 6,7 will be in red for the red time Tr. and finally, the traffic signal 6 will change to
red while the traffic signal 7 to green as preset by the above manual switching.
[0063] Whereas, in the sensitive operation mode shown in the third row thereof, in the case of shifting to another
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mode, which being referenced on the green lighting of one traffic signal, if the green lighting time duration of the traffic
signal is less than the minimum green time Tmin. preset therefor, the traffic signal still remains green as long as the
minimum green lighting time for the traffic signal remains. After elapsing of the minimum green time Tmin., both traffic
signals 6 and 7 will be in red for the preset red time Tr., and thereafter the mode at that time will be changed to another
mode. On the other hand, if the green lighting time of the reference traffic signal exceeds the minimum green time Tr.,
both traffic signals will immediately change to red, and then, after execution of red lighting for the preset red time Tr.,
the mode at that time will be changed to another mode. In the event that both traffic signals are red at the time of
operation by the operation mode switch 23, the node at that time will be changed to another mode via execution of the
preset red time Tr. after the switching of the operation mode switch 23.
[0064] Referring again to Fig.4, reference numeral 32 designates main switch for on-off control of electric system in
the operation box 21. When the main switch 32 is on, in-operation lamp 33 provided on an upper side in the center of
the operation box 21 is lighted. Reference numerals 34 and 35 are indicator lamps which display the lighting of the
corresponding traffic signals 6 and.7, each having an upper red lamp and a lower green lamp. Reference numerals 36
and 37 designate sensor in-operation indicator lamps innerly adjacent the indicator lamps 34 and 35 for confirmation
of the actuation of the corresponding detector means 8 and 9. Reference numerals 38 and 39 designate input terminals
to connect to the electric cables of the detector means 8 and 9, while 40 and 41 designate output terminals to connect
to electric cables between the traffic signals 6, 7 and the operation box 21. Hereinafter is detailedly described the
operation of the switching controller 31, which is one of the main features of the invention.
[0065] According to prior system, if the operation mode switch 23 is turned, for example, from manual mode where
the traffic signal 6 is in red while the traffic signal 7 in green to fixed-cycle mode after turn-on of the main switch 32 to
actuate each device, the traffic signals 6 and 7 would immediately inversely change, i.e., the traffic signal 6 green while
the traffic signal 7 red. According to the invention, the switching controller 31 can control such instant inverse cnange
of the traffic signals 6,7, so that both of them are changed to red simultaneously with the switching before the shifting
to fixed-cycle mode, and then, via execution of the red lighting for the preset red time Tr., the mode is changed to fixed-
cycle mode so that they are inversely changed, i.e., the traffic signal 6 green while the traffic signal 7 red.
[0066] Owing to the above switching controller 31 of the invention, though the traffic singals 6 and 7 would inversely
change at the same time that the operation switch 23 would be changed, both traffic signals 6 and 7 can still remain
red for the preset red time Tr., thereby allowing vehicles passing the road work site section 5 to safely pass therethrough
and successfully preventing vehicles from entering the section 5 from opposite direction.
[0067] Further, according to prior system, if the operation mode switch 23 is turned, for example, from fixed-cycle
mode where the traffic signal 6 is in green while the traffic signal 7 in red to manual mode with the manual operation
switch 24 laid down to the right, i.e., the traffic signal 6 red while the traffic signal 7 green, both signals 6 and 7 would
instantly inversely change, i.e., the traffic signal 6 changes from green to red while the traffic signal 7 from red to green,
thus causing some fear of head-on collision of vehicles allowed in the section 5 from the up lane due to the green
signal with opposite vehicles also allowed therein due to the green signal after the switching. According to the invention,
the switching controller 31 can suppress such instant inverse change of the traffic signals 6,7, so that both signals are
temporarily changed to red, and then, via execution of the red lighting for the preset red time Tr., they are inversely
changed, thereby allowing vehicles passing the road work site section 5 to safely pass therethrough during the red
time and successfully preventing vehicles from entering the section 5 from the opposite direction. Furthermore, ac-
cording to prior system, if the operation switch 23 is turned from red-flash mode, where vehicles from both directions
temporarily stop at the traffic signals 6 or 7, and then pass the section 5 after confirmation of safety passage, to another
mode, one traffic signal would instantly change to green while the other to red, thus causing some fear of head-on
collision of vehicles allowed in the section 5 due to the green signal with opposite vehicles which would have entered
the same after the above confirmation. According to the invention, the switching controller 31 can control such instant
change of the traffic signals 6,7, so that both of them are temporarily changed to red from red-flash, and then, the red-
flash mode is changed to another mode via execution of the red lighting for the preset red time Tr., thereby allowing
vehicles which had entered the section 5 during the red-flash time to safely pass therethrough during the red time and
successfully preventing vehicles from entering the section 5 from the opposite direction owing to the control by the red
lighting.
[0068] In addition, according to the invention, if the operation mode switch 23 is turned from sensitive mode to another
mode, there is always intervened red lighting for the red time Tr. between the sensitive mode and another mode,
whereby vehicles which had entered the section 5 due to the green signal can safely pass therethrough, and other
vehicles from the opposite direction can be prevented from entering therein owing to the control by the red lighting.
Besides, there is another advantage here such that since the traffic signals are changed to red after elapsing of the
minimum green time Tmin., passage of vehicles will not be blocked, adapting well to the traffic density at that time,
thus smoothly switching the operation mode. Specifically, the sensitive mode is more effective for comparatively a large
traffic density. For example, according to prior system, if shifted to another mode when drivers of vehicles expect to
pass the traffic signal after two-times' green signals, the second green lighting time would distinctly become short, thus
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sometimes making the drivers get irritated and feel uneasy. According to the system of the invention, as the second
green lighting time at least lasts for the minimum green time Tr., thereby decreasing the irriration and uneasiness of
the drivers.
[0069] As described in the preceding paragraphs, the system for traffic signals of the invention can perform the
sensitive operation based on the detection signals form the detector means 8 and 9. The controller device 10- has a
function of smoothly guiding vehicles even in the event that there, are certain manifunctions in the detector means 8
and 9, or there is less traffic density. for exmaple, at night.
[0070] Hereinbelow is described detail of the construction of the controller device 10.
[0071] The controller device 10 comprises ill-detection switching means 51 comprising: a ROM for memorizing the
switch setting time Tc. which is input or set by switching time setting means (not shown) such as key board (not shown)
or any control like the above-described each setting control; an elapsing time comparator means 52 wherein if a de-
tection signal is input from either the detector means 8 or 9 during the sensitive operation, the elapsing time T is clocked
by the clocker means 11, and then compared to the switch setting time Tch.; resetting means 53 by which the lapsing
time T is cleared to Zero if the other detection signal is input after input of the initial detection signal; return means 54
which controls the switching of the operation mode of the other traffic signal to the fixed-cycle mode after the elapsing
of the switch setting time Tc. if the elapsing time T exceeds the switch setting time Tc, said return means 54 allowing
the fixed-cycle mode of the other traffic signal to return to the initial sensitive mode when the detection signal from the
other detector means is input. Incidentally, the above-described switching controller 31 is actuated only in operation
of the operation mode switch 23, not actuated while the ill-detection switching means 51 is in operation.
[0072] Hereinbelow is described controlling detail of the above ill-detection switching means 51 with reference to a
block diagram of Fig.7. The drawing is for explanation of the operation of the traffic signal 6 for up lane, therefore the
operation of the traffic signal 7 for down lane can be explained in the same manner by replacing the wording "up lane"
by "down lane".
[0073] The ill-detection switching means 51 can perform the following control of the traffic signals 6 and 7 operated
by the sensitive operation.
[0074] Innitially, if the traffic signal 6 under the sensitive mode receives no detection signals from the other detectior
means 9 for down lane, the sensitive mode will be maintained, while if it receives such detection signal from the detector
means 9, the elapsing time T will be clocked until the detection signal from the detector means 8 for up lane is received,
said lapsing time T being cleared or reset for usual case by the resetting means 53 after input of the detection signal
for up lane.
[0075] Referring to Fig.7, if the detection signal for down lane is input after the sensitive mode starts, the clocker
means 11 clocks the elapsing time T, which is then compared to the switch setting time Tc. by the elapsing time com-
parator means 52. Unless the elapsing time T exceeds the switch setting time Tc., detection of the detection signal for
up lane is repeated by the resetting means 53, while the traffic signal 6 for up lane is in the sensitive operation during
the period. However, if the lapsing time T exceeds the switch setting time Tc. after input of the detection signal for down
lane, the lapsing time comparator means 52 takes "YES" flow, thus shifting to fixed-cycle operation mode, making the
traffic signal 6 start fixed-cycle operation.
[0076] This applies to such case that only the detector means 9 for down lane outputs the detection signal, wherein
being no detection signals for up lane after the elapsing of the switch setting time Tc. is regarded as malfunction or
trouble of the detector means 8 for up lane, whereby the ill-detection switching means 51 allows only the traffic signal
6 for up lane to be shifted to fixed-cycle operation mode, so that the green lighting time of the traffic signal 6 is set at
average value of the maximum green time Tmax. and minimum green time Tmin. which are set in advance in the
sensitive operation mode. However, in a time zone such as during the night when there is less traffic density, the
elapsing time T sometimes exceeds the switch setting time Tc. without any malfuntion of the detector means 8. For
such case, the ill-detection switching means 51 is actuated so that the traffic signal 6 changed to the fixed-cycle op-
eration after the elapsing of the switch setting time Tc. resumes the sensitive operation when the detection signal for
up lane is input, as shown in YES flow of the return means 54. The other traffic signal 7 for down lane can be switched
by means of the ill-detection means 51 in the same manner as described above.
[0077] In Fig.8 explaining the relationship between the lapse of time and the lighting of the traffic signal 7, wherein
the horizontal axis is time axis. Small arrows A to I, a to f designate output of the detection signals from the detector
means 8 and 9 respectively. In Fig.8, the switch setting time Tc. is set at four cycles of time of the traffic signals 6 and
7, while in Fig.9 a single cycle of time. As the single cycle of time is different in the sensitive operation than in the fixed-
cycle operation by the ill-detection switching means 51, the green lighting time is set at average value of the miximum
green time Tmax. and minimum green time Tmin., thus calculating the above single cycle of time. which is memorized
by the ill-detection switching means 51 and compared to the lapsing time T. For example, assuming that the switch
setting time Tc.is approximately half the single cycle of time, if the detection signal for down lane is input at small arrow
"m" at nearly the same time that the traffic signal 7 for down lane changes to green, and subsequently another detection
signal for up lane is input at small arrow "M" to start clocking of the lapsing time T as shown in Fig.9, the traffic signal
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6 will be possibly switched to fixed-cycle mode prior to the green ligthing thereof. Since such instant switching of mode
is undesirable, the switch setting time Tc. should be at least more than the single cycle of time, which may be approx-
imately as long as 10 cycles of time in the case of little traffic time zone such as the night. Taking the above circum-
stances into consideration, the switch setting time Tc. of the present embodiment is set at four cycles of time.
[0078] Referring again to Fig.8, small arrows "A" and "a" indicate that vehicles from the up lane pass through the
road work site section 5 respectively, wherein the elapsing time T is clocked upon input of the detection signal of the
arrow A, which is then cleared upon input of the detection signal of the other arrow a. Whilst, small arrows "C" and "c"
indicate that vehicles from the down lane pass through the section 5, wherein the lapsing time T is clocked upon input
of the detection signal of the arrow C, which is then cleared upon input of the other detection signal of the other arrow
d. Likewise, the clocking which begins with the arrow b is cleared by the arrow C. Further, the clocking of the elapsing
time independently begins with each input of the detection signals at arrows d and e, which are cleared by the input
of the detection signal for up lane at arrow D.
[0079] If four cycles of time lapse with no input of detection signals for down lane after input of detection signal for
up lane at arrow D, the traffic signal 7 for down lane is shifted to fixed-cycle mode, while the other traffic signal 6 for
up lane maintains the sensitive operation due to no clearing inputs corresponding to the arrow D. As described above,
in the case that there are no inputs of detection signals for down lane if the switch setting time Tc. set at four cycles of
time lapses after input of the detection signal for up lane, the traffic signal 7 for down lane will be shifted to fixed-cycle
operation, which will be restored to the sensitive operation upon input of detection signal for down lane at arrow f of
Fig.8. As long as the detector means 9 for down lane is in abnormal operation, there is no detection signal output,
therefore, the traffic signal 7 for down lane maintains the fixed-cycle operation.
[0080] Assuming that the operation of the traffic signals were switched based on the only information that input of
detection signals stops, the traffic signal for up lane also would be shifted to the fixed-cycle operation, for example, at
a time point between the arrow H and I of Fig.8. According to the invention, in the event that there are no inputs of
detection signals at the other traffic signal side for a predetermined period after input of detection signal at one traffic
signal side, the 'other traffic signal will be shifted to the fixed-cycle operation, thus suppressing operation shift with the
exception of such case as abnormal operation of the detector means. In addition, the system of the invention enables
the smooth guiding of vehicles even if the detector means 8 and 9 cannot detect the travelling directions of vehicles,
but detect the passage thereof only.
[0081] With the system thus made, owing to the ill-detection switching means 51 of the invention, the following ad-
vantages can be obtained: If the switch setting time Tc. longer than one cycle of time elapses after input of the last
detection signal from the detector means 8 or 9, only the traffic signal opposite to the detector means which outputs
the last detection signal is shifted to the fixed-cycle operation, which is maintained until another detection signal is
input from the opposite detector means. Therefore, if the detection signal from one detector means is the last and thus
a longer time than the switch setting time Tc. elapses with no detection signal from the opposite detector means, such
state is regarded as malfuncton or trouble of the opposite detecto means so that the opposite traffic signal is shifted
to the fixed-cycle operation. If the opposite detector means is actually in abnormal operation, the above fixed-cycle
operation enables the smooth guiding of vehicles, while if it is in normal operation and no input of detection signals
are merely caused by accidental oversight or little traffic at that time, the opposite traffic signal shifted to the fixed-cycle
operation is restored to the initial sensitive operation when detection signal is input from the opposite detector means.
Since there have been substantilly no passage of vehicles until the restoration, the fixed cycle operation of the opposite
traffic signal will not prevent the passage of vehicles, thus efficiently allowing vehicles to pass the road repairing section
5 even in the case of such abnormal operation of the detector means 8 or 9, or little traffic.
[0082] Further, owing to the ill-detection switching means 51, the green lighting time of the traffic signal shifted to
the fixed-cycle operation is set at an average value of the maximum green time Tmax. and the minimum green time
Tmin. set in advance in the sensitive operation, whereby vehicles can be efficiently allowed to pass even in the case
of the abnormal operation of the detector means. Furthermore, the switch setting time Tc. is set within a range from a
single cycle of time to ten cycles thereof, preferably at four cycles of time, thereby smoothly guiding the passage of
vehicles even during the night or a time zone with little traffic. Additionally, the red time automated learning calculator
means 15 is provided such that the time distance for the last vehicle to pass through the section 5 is clocked based
on the detection signals from both up and down lanes in order to set suitable red lighting time Tr., thereby automatically
setting it by the means 15.
[0083] Moreover, owing to the switching controller 31, if the operation mode is changed to another mode by operation
of the operation mode switch 23 with either the traffic signal 6 for up lane or the traffic signal 7 for down lane being in
green, the green light still remains green for the remainder green time Tz. of the maximum green time Tmax., and
thereafter, both traffic signals change to red. Accordingly, if the fixed-cycle operation mode is changed to another mode,
the green light will not change to red immediately after the switching as long as the set maximum green time Tmax.
remains, thereby preventing the disturbing of the passage of vehicles, and ensuring the safety one-way passing at the
time of such operation switching.
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[0084] In this case, if the operation mode is changed to the sensitive operation mode, such sensitive operation is
executed after execution of the red lighting of both traffic signals for the red time Tr.. On the other hand, if the sensitive
operation mode is changed to another mode, the green light still remains green until the elapsing of the minimum green
time Tmin. in the case that the green lighting at that time is less than it, and then, both traffic signals change to red for
the preset red time Tr. In the case that the green lighting time at that time exceeds the minimum green time Tmin., both
traffic signals will immediately change to red and remain the same for the preset red time Tr.. Accordingly, in the case
of mode switching from one operation mode to another mode, corresponding to the traffic density at that time, such
mode switching is realized only after both traffic signals temporarily change to red irrespective of the operation modes
prior to or after the change, and remain red for the preset red time Tr, thereby allowing vehicles passing the section 5
to safely pass therethrough during the time Tr. and preventing vehicles from entering the section 5 from the opposite
direction, thus ensuring the safety one-way passing at the time of such mode switching. In addition, since the red time
Tr. is set at average value of time distants generally necessary to allow vehicles to pass through the section 5, if some
vehicles enter the section 5 immediately before the mode switching, they can safely pass therethrough during the Tr.
[0085] In Fig.10 showing a system for two-position traffic signals 6 and 7 of the invention, each traffic signal has
main body 62 on supporting leg 61, said main body 62 having red lamp 63 and green lamp 64 at its front face. In Fig.
11 showing another system for two-position traffic signals 6 and 7 of the invention, each traffic signal has main body
62A on supporting leg 61, said main body 62A having switchable lamp 65 for red and green light. In Figs.12 to 16
showing a second embodiment of the invention, the same portions as those described in a first embodiment will be
designated at common reference numerals, and their repeated detailed description will be omitted.
[0086] As shown in Fig.12, the system of a second embodiment also comprises the sensitive controller device 10
having the lighting time controller 14. The system of a second embodiment further comprises red time extension con-
troller means 71 and red time reduction controller means 72.
[0087] The red time extension controller 71 can perform the following control such that if detection signal by the
detector means 8 or 9 of either the traffic signal 6 or 7 which actually switches from green to red by the lighting time
controller 14 is input within preset detection time Tx. after the above actual switching from green to red, the red time
Tr. for both traffic signals 6,7 is incremented by the preset detection time Tx.; if either the traffic signal 6 or 7 switches
from green to red within a time range from the minimum green time Tmin.to the maximum green time Tmax., the clocker
means 11 starts to clock the time Tx and if detection signal by the detector means 8 or 9 of either the traffic signal 6
or 7 which actually switches from green to red is input within preset detection time Tx., the red time Tr. for both traffic
signals 6,7 is incremented by the preset detection time Tx.
[0088] Whereas, the red time reduction controller 72 can perform the following control such that if detection signal
by the detector means 8 or 9 of either the traffic signal 6 or 7 which actually switches from green to red by the lighting
time controller 14 is not input within preset detection time Tx. after the above actual switching from green to red, the
red time Tr. for both traffic signals 6,7 is reduced by the preset detection time Tx.; if either the traffic signal 6 or 7
switches from green to red within a time range from the minimum green time Tmin. but under the maximum green time
Tmax., the clocker means 11 starts to clock the time Tx and if detection signal by the detector means 8 or 9 of either
the traffic signal 6 or 7 which actually switches from green to red is not input within preset detection time Tx., the red
time Tr. for both traffic signals 6,7 is reduced by the preset detection time Tx.; if either the traffic signal 6 or 7 remains
green for the whole maximum green time Tmax. by the lighting time controller 14 and then it is switched to red, both
means 71 and 72 do not work.
[0089] Hereinbelow is explained the switching control of the traffic signals 6 and 7 by the above means 71 and 72,
with reference to explanatory diagrams of Figs.13 to 16, wherein the horizontal axis is time axis for explanation of the
relationship between the elapsing of time and the lighting of signals 6 and 7. Arrow Y designates input of detection
signal from the detector means 8. Though the fixed time increment Te. is equal to the preset detection time Tx in the
drawings, the former may be different from the latter, but they may be preferably longer or equal to the preset detection
time Tx..
[0090] Referring to Fig.13, it explains the switching control of the traffic signals 6 or 7 within a time range from the
minimum green time Tmin. to the maximum green time Tmax. by means of the red time increment controller means 71.
[0091] With no input of detecton signal at the right arrow Y during the last fixed time increment Te., the lighting time
controller 14 changes the traffic signal 6 for up lane from green to red. Simultaneously with the switching, the clocking
of the preset detecton time Tx. starts, and with another input of detection signal at arrow Y during the Tx., the red time
Tr. is extended by the preset detection time Tx. by means of the red time increment means 71, thus executing the red
lighting for the total time of the red time Tr. and the preset detection time Tx.. It should be noted here that the detection
signal input within the preset detection time Tx. means that some vehicle has entered the section 5 immediately after
the switching from green to red, ignoring the red light of the traffic signal 6. Owing to the red time increment controller
71, such vehicle can safely pass through the section 5 since the red time Tr. has been incremented by the time Tx.,
so that time of grace Tp. shown in Fig.13 for the last vehicle to pass through the section 5 can be longer than the Tr.
by the increment of the red time Tr. by the Tx.. Further, with input of detection signal within the preset detection time
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Tx. even in the case of the switching from green to red within the minimum green time Tmin or the maximum green
time Tmax., the red time increment controller means 71 can extend the red time Tr. by the preset detection time Tx.
as well, thereby allowing the vehicle which has entered the section 5 in spite of the red light to safely pass the same
in the same manner.
[0092] Figs.14 to 15 explain the switching control of the traffic signal 6 or 7 within a time range from the minimum
green time Tmin. under the maximum green time Tmax. with the aid of the red time reduction controller means 72.
[0093] Referring to Fig.14, when detection signal at the right arrow Y is input because the last vehicle has entered
the section 5 prior to the switching from green to red, and then there are no detection signals input into the lighting
time controller 14 before the last fixed time increment Te. elapses, the traffic signal 6 will change from green to red.
Simultaneously with such switching, the clocking of the preset detection time Tx. starts, and with no detection signal
input during the Tx., the red time Tr. is reduced by the preset detection time Tx., thereby executing the red lighting for
the period obtained by subtracting the preset Tx. from the red time Tr.. It should be noted here that in such case, since
the last vehicle had entered the section 5 at the right arrow Y the fixed time increment Te. prior to the switching from
green to red, the last vehicle still can pass through the section 5 in spite of such reduction of the red time Tr. by the
time Tx. In other words, as the time of grace Tp. for the last vehicle is as long as the red time Tr. in Fig.14, the last
vehicle can safely pass through the section 5 in spite of such reduction.
[0094] Likewise, referring to Fig.15, wherein no vehicles pass the section 5 during the switch holding time Tsh. and
the traffic signal 6 switches from green to red with the aid of the lighting time controller 14 after the elapsing of the
minimum green time Tmin. As shown in FIg.15, as the switching from green to red immediately after the elapsing of
the Tmin. will occur when the last vehicle enters the section 5 prior to the switch holding time Tsh, the time of grace
for the last vehicle Tp. will be longer than the red time Tr., thus allowing the last vehicle to safely pass through the
section 5. As the above described, according to this embodiment, the red lighting time Tr. can be reduced, without
damaging the safety passage of vehicles, whereby the system for traffic signals can be free from so-called loss time
corresponding to the preset detection time Tx., thus allowing vehicles from both directions to smoothly pass the section
5.
[0095] Further, it should be noted that the red time reduction controller means 72 is actuated under the maximum
green time Tmax.. Referring to Fig.16, it refers to the switching from green to red after the elapsing of the Tmax.,
wherein green lighting time is incremented by the fixed time increment Te. by the passage of the last vehicle designated
by the detection signal input at the right arrow Y If the green lighting time amounts to the Tmax., the traffic signal 6 will
change from green to red by means of the lighting time increment controller 14. In such case, while the clocking of the
preset detection time Tx. will start with the aid of the lighting time controller means 14, the red time reduction controller
means 72 is actuated under the Tmax, whereby the red time Tr. will not be reduced with no vehicles passing during
the clocking of the Tx.. Accordingly, the time of grace Tp for the last vehicle can be longer than the red time Tr. in Fig.
16, thus allowing the last vehicle to safely pass through the section 5.
[0096] In Figs.17 to 19 showing a third embodiment of the inventon, the red time increment controller means 71
further comprises repeated increment means 71A, while the set value inputting means 13 is able to set the value of
increment detection tme Txe. during which any detection signals are to be input, and the number of repeated times of
increment which is set without any restriction in this embodiment.
[0097] Owing to the red time increment controller means 71 having the repeated increment means 71A, with some
detection signal input by either the detector means 8 or 9 of the traffic signal 6 or 7 during the preset Tx. after the
switching from green to red in respect of either the traffic signal 6 or 7, the red time Tr. is incremented by the preset
Tx., while the repeated increment means 71A increments the detection time by the increment detection time Txe. equal
to the preset Tx., which is further incremented by another Txe. upon input of another detection signal within the innitial
increment detection time Txe. Such increment operation is repeated in the above manner. Whilst, if the traffic signal 6
or 7 switches from green to red within a time rage from the Tmin. to Tmax., the clocking of the preset Tx. will start by
means of the clocker means 11, and with the first detection signal input by the detector means 8 or 9 of either the traffic
signal 6 or 7 which switches from green to red during the preset Tx., the uniformly red time Tr. will be incremented by
the Tx. from the time point of the first detection signal input, while by control of the repeated increment means 71A,
the clocker means 11 will start to clock the first increment detection time Txe. upon the first input. Without any detection
signals input during the first increment detection time Txe., the red time Tr. is incremented by the preset Tx. as the first
detection signal is input within the Tx., while with the second detection signal input during the first Txe., the clocking
of the second increment detection time Txe. and waiting for another input will start in the same manner.
[0098] In the case of no restrictions in repect of the number of repeated times of the increment detection time Txe.,
the Txe. will be repeatedly incremented in such a manner as three times, four times or above provided that there are
detection signal inputs during the Txe., which can be repeated until the last Txe. within which no detection signals are
input. Finally, with no detecttion signal input within the last Txe., the red lighting time will be incremented by increment
time Tn. defined as a time distance between the switching from green to red and the input of the last detection signal,
provided that the preset detection time Tx elapses.
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[0099] In Fig.18 explaining the switching control of the traffic signal 6 or 7 within a time range from the Tmin, to the
Tmax. with the aid of the red time increment controller means 71 having the repeated increment means 71A, wherein
the traffic signal 6 for up lane switches from green to red by means of the lighting time contoller means 14, and at the
same time, the clocking of the preset Tx. will start.
[0100] With the first detection signal input at the arrow Y within the Tx. concerning vehicle passing against a red
light, the red time Tr. will be incremented by at least the preset Tx. owing to the red time increment controller means
71, thereby executing red lighting for the total time of the Tr. and Tx. Further, as there is also provided the repeated
increment means 71A in this embodiment, with the above first detection signal input corresponding to vehicles passing
against a red light, the clocking of the first Txe. will start, and with the second detection signal input at the right arrow
Y in the drawing during the first Txe., the clocking of the second Txe., and waiting for another detection signal will start
in the same manner. Specifically in Fig.18, as there is no detection signal input within the Txe. after the second detection
signal, the increment time Tn. defined as a time distance between the switching from green to red to the input of the
second or last detection signal will be added to the red lighting time. Accordingly, if other second or third vehicles enter
the section 5 subsequently to the first vehicle passing against a red light, the time of grace Tp. for the last vehicle will
be still equal to the red time Tr. as shown in FIg.18, thus allowing a plurality of vehicles entering the section 5 against
a red light after the switching to red to safely pass therethrough.
[0101] Fig.19 shows an example in which the red time increment controller means 71 increments the red time Tr. by
at least the preset Tx., thus executing the red lighting for the total time of the Tr. and the Tx.. Even if the first or second
detection signals at arrows Y are input during the preset Tx. and then, by control of the repeated increment means
71A, the clocking of the first and second increment detection time Txe. and the waiting for another detection signal
start, the red lighting time will be only incremented by the Tx. only with such inputs within the preset Tx.. In other words,
the increment of red lighting time by means of the repeated increment means 71A is only executed by the detection
signal after the elapsing of the preset Tx..
[0102] According to this embodiment, the red time increment controller means 71 further comprises the repeated
increment controller means 71A, which increments the detection time by the increment detection time Txe. equal to
the preset Tx. with detection signal input within the preset Tx., which is repeatedly incremented by each Txe. equal to
the preset Tx. with every input detection signal input within the Txe., or increments the red lighting time by the increment
time Tn defined as a time distance between the switching from green to red and the input of the last detection signal
without any detection signals within the Txe., whereby the red time can be incremented by the preset Tx. if some
vehicles enter the section 5 agaist a red light immediately after the switching from green to red. At the same time, the
detection time will be extended by the Txe. upon input of the first detection signal concerning vehicle passing against
a red light, which is further incremented by the Txe. with another detection signal within the increment detection time
Txe..
[0103] To summarize the above operation, the detection time will be repeatedly incremented by the Txe. with every
input of the detection signal within every Txe., while with no detection signal within the Txe., the uniform red lighting
time will be incremented by the totaled increment detection time Txe. limited by the last detection signal input. Conse-
quently, as shown in Fig.18, the time of grace for the last vehicle Tp will be equal to the red time Tr., thus preventing
the opposite traffic signal from switching to green until it safely passes through the section 5, so that if other vehicles
are induced by the first violator vehicle or subsequently enter the section 5, such vehicles can safely pass through the
section 5.
[0104] In FIgs.20 to 21 showing a fourth embodiment of the invention, ultrasonic wave sensors are employed for the
detector means 8 and 9. As shown in Fig.21, the ultrasonic wave sensors has main body 81 integrated with ultrasonic
wave transmitter and receiver 82 thereabove, thus propagating ultrasonic wave downward from the transmitter and
receiver 82. The propagated ultrasonic wave will be reflected on reflecting surface 84 obliquely provided in a lower
portion, and then, travell through front aperture 85 and be reflected on vehicles. Finally, the reflected wave will be
received by the receiver 83 to detect the passing of vehicles.
[0105] Incidentally, the invention should not be limited to the forgoing embodiments, but can be modified within a
scope of the invention. For example, the detector means may be suitable sensors other than those in the embodiment
as long as they can detect the passing of vehicles from up and down lanes. Further, if there is little traffic in one lane,
the maximum green time for the opposite traffic signal in the other lane may be extended. Furthermore, in case of
electric power failure occurring in each embodiment, the function of the system may be maintained for example for
nearly 30 minutes by means of integrated battery (not shown).

Claims

1. A traffic control system for directing alternating one-way passing of vehicles around a road-work site section com-
prising:
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two two-position traffic signals (6, 7) provided at each of the ends of the road-work site section (5);
detector means (8, 9) for detection of the vehicle passage volume, provided at each of the ends of the road-
work site section (5) and connected to each of the respective two-position traffic signals (6, 7);
a sensitive controller device (10) for controlling the duration of green or red lighting time and for switching
between the red or green indication of the traffic signals (6, 7) if detection signals generated by the detector
means are input, characterized in that said sensitive controller device (10) comprises: a lighting time setting
means (12) by which the minimum and maximum green lighting time (Ts, Tmax) of the two-position traffic
signals (6,7) can be set; a lighting time controller means (14) which increments the green lighting time by fixed
time increments (Te) if a detection signal is input with respect to the vehicle traffic volume during a switch
holding period (Tk) prior to the elapsing of the minimum green lighting time (Ts), in which the sensitive controller
device is held static and further increments the green lighting time by the fixed time increment (Te) up to the
maximum green time (Tmax) if another detection signal is input during the increment time (Te) made up by
the elapsed time increments.

2. A traffic control system according to claim 1, further comprising

a lighting controller device (22) having an operation mode switch (23) for switching of three operation modes
such as red-flash operation of both traffic signals (6, 7), manual lighting operation thereof with the use of a
manual switch, said manual lighting mode consisting of green-red, red-red and red-green lighting, and fixed-
cycle operation thereof, said fixed cycle consisting of intersignal cycling between green-red, red-red, red-green
and red-red lighting in sequence for a preset time; and
a switching controller means (31) for execution of one operation mode via execution of red-red lighting of both
traffic signals for a preset time when switching from prior operation to the current operation with the aid of the
operation mode switch, said switching controller means (31) performing the following control such that if one
of the traffic signals (6 or 7) is in green in the fixed cycle operation, the traffic signal always maintains green
lighting for a remaining time interval of a preset green lighting time in spite of the switching to another operation
by the operation mode switch (23).

3. A traffic control system according to claim 1 or 2, said lighting controller means (22) allowing the green light to
switch to red after lapse of the minimum green lighting time (Ts) without any detection signal input corresponding
to the vehicle traffic volume during the switch holding period (Tk) prior to the elapsing of the minimum green lighting
time (Ts), and likewise, said lighting controller means (22) also allowing the green light to switch to red after elapsing
of the fixed time increment (Te) without any detection signal input during the fixed time increment (Te).

4. A traffic control system according to claim 3,

wherein said operation mode switch (23) can add the sensitive operation mode owing to said sensitive con-
troller device (10) to the three operation modes of the red-flash, manual and fixed-cycle operation modes,
wherein said switching controller means (31) executes the sensitive operation mode via execution of red-red
lighting of both traffic signals (6, 7) for a preset time when switching from one operation other than the sensitive
operation to the sensitive operation with the aid of the operation mode switch (23), while when switching from
the sensitive operation to another operation, with the green lighting time of one of the traffic signals being
under the preset minimum green lighting time (Ts), the traffic signal (6 or 7, resp.) maintains green lighting
until lapse of the minimum green lighting time (Ts), and then, both traffic signals (6, 7) change to red and
maintain the red indication for a preset time, while with the green lighting time of the traffic signal exceeding
the minimum green lighting time (Ts), both traffic signals (6, 7) immediately change to red and maintain the
red indication for a preset time.

5. A traffic control system according to any of claims 2 to 4, further comprising:
an ill-detection switching means (51) for switching to and maintaining the fixed-cycle operation with respect

to the other traffic signal (6 or 7, resp.) until another detection signal is input by the other detector means (8 or 9)
for the other traffic signal (6 or 7, resp.), in the event that no detection signal is input by the other detector means
(8 or 9, resp.) within a specified switch setting time (Tc) for setting the switch subsequent to detection signal input
by one of the detector means (8, 9) for one of the traffic signals (6, 7), said switch setting time (Tc) being longer
than said fixed cycle of time.

6. A traffic control system according to any of claims 1 to 5, further comprising:
a red time (Tr) increment means (71) for incrementing the red lighting time by a preset detection time (Tx) if
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a detection signal is input by the detector means (8 or 9) of one traffic signal (6 or 7, resp.) switching from green
to red by the sensitive controller device (10) within the preset detection time (Tx) after such switching.

7. A traffic control system according to any of claims 1 to 6, wherein said sensitive controller device (10) comprises:
a red time reduction means (72) for reducing the red lighting time by a preset detection time (Tx) if a detection

signal is not input by the detector means (8 or 9) of one traffic signal (6, 7, resp.) switching from green to red by
the lighting time controller means (14) within the preset detection time (Tx) after the traffic signal (6, 7, resp.)
switches from green to red under the maximum green lighting time (Tmax) after the minimum green lighting time
(Ts).

8. A traffic control system according to claim 7, wherein said red time reduction means (72) is integral with the sensitive
controller device (10).

Patentansprüche

1. Verkehrssteuerungssystem zum abwechselnden, im Einbahn-Fahrbetrieb durchgeführten Vorbeiführen von Fahr-
zeugen um einen Abschnitt mit einer Straßenbaustelle herum, wobei das System aufweist:

je eine zweisignalige Verkehrsampel (6, 7) an jedem der Enden des Abschnitts (5) mit der Straßenbaustelle;
je eine Detektoreinrichtung (8, 9) zum Detektieren des Fahrzeugaufkommens an vorbeifahrenden Fahrzeugen
an jedem der Enden des Abschnitts (5) mit der Straßenbaustelle, wobei jede der Detektoreinrichtungen (8, 9)
mit der jeweiligen zweisignaligen Verkehrsampel (6, 7) verbunden ist;
eine Sensor-Steuerungsvorrichtung (10) zum Steuern der Zeitdauer von Grünlichtzeit oder Rotlichtzeit und
zum Schalten zwischen der roten und der grünen Anzeige der Verkehrsampel (6, 7), falls von der Detektor-
einrichtung erzeugte Detektionssignale eingespeist werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Sensor-Steue-
rungsvorrichtung (10) aufweist: eine Lichtzeiteinstellvorrichtung (12), durch welche die minimale und die ma-
ximale Grünlichtzeit (Ts, Tmax) der zweisignaligen Verkehrsampeln (6, 7) einstellbar sind; eine Lichtzeit-Steue-
rungseinrichtung (14), die, falls während einer Schalthalteperiode (Tk) vor Verstreichen der minimalen Grün-
lichtzeit, während der die Sensor-Steuerungsvorrichtung statisch gehalten wird, bezüglich des Fahrzeugver-
kehrsaufkommens ein Detektionssignal eingespeist wird, die Grünlichtzeit um feste Zeitinkremente (Te) er-
höht, und die weiter die Grünlichtzeit bis höchstens zur maximalen Grünzeit (Tmax) um das feste Zeitinkrement
(Te) erhöht, falls während der Inkrementzeit (Te), die aus den verstrichenen Zeitinkrementen gebildet ist, ein
weiteres Detektionssignal eingespeist wird.

2. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß Anspruch 1, das weiter aufweist:

eine Lichtsignalsetzungs-Steuerungsvorrichtung (22) mit einem Betriebsmodusschalter (23) zum Schalten
von drei Betriebsmodi, z.B. Betrieb mit blinkend rotem Signal für beide Verkehrsampeln (6, 7), Betrieb mit
manueller Lichtsignalsetzung bei denselben unter Verwendung eines manuellen Schalters, wobei der Modus
mit manueller Lichtsignalsetzung aus grün-roter, rot-roter und rot-grüner Lichtsignalsetzung und festem zykli-
schem Betrieb dieser Lichtsignalsetzungen besteht, wobei der feste Zyklus aus zyklischem Rotieren zwischen
aufeinanderfolgender grün-roter, rot-roter, rot-grüner und rot-roter Lichtsignalsetzung für eine voreingestellte
Zeit besteht; und
eine Schaltsteuerungseinrichtung (31) zum Durchführen eines Betriebsmodus durch die Durchführung von
rot-roter Lichtsignalsetzung bei beiden Verkehrsampeln für eine voreingestellte Zeit beim Schalten vom vor-
herigen Betriebsmodus in den aktuellen Betriebsmodus mit Hilfe des Betriebsmodusschalters (31), wobei die
Schaltsteuerungseinrichtung (31) die folgende Steuerung so durchführt, dass, falls eine der Verkehrsampeln
(6 oder 7) bei festem zyklischem Betrieb grün anzeigt, die Verkehrsampel, trotz des Schaltens in einen anderen
Betriebsmodus mittels des Betriebsmodusschalters (23), während des verbleibenden Zeitintervalls einer vor-
eingestellten Grünlichtzeit stets die grüne Lichtsignalsetzung beibehält.

3. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Lichtsignalsetzungs-Steuereinrichtung (22) nach
Verstreichen der minimalen Grünlichtzeit (Ts) ein Schalten von Grünlicht zu Rotlicht erlaubt, wenn während der
Schalthalteperiode (Tk), vor Verstreichen der minimalen Grünlichtzeit kein dem Fahrzeugverkehrsaufkommen ent-
sprechendes Detektionssignal eingespeist wird, und wobei die Lichtsignalsetzungs-Steuereinrichtung (22) gleich-
falls ein Schalten von Grünlicht zu Rotlicht nach Verstreichen des festen Zeitinkrements (Te) erlaubt, wenn während
des festen Zeitinkrements (Te) kein Detektionssignal eingespeist wird.
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4. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei der Betriebsmodusschalter (23) vermag, den drei Betriebs-
modi Modus mit blinkend rotem Signal, manuellem Modus und Modus mit festem zyklischem Betrieb den Sensor-
Betriebsmodus infolge der Sensor-Steuerungsvorrichtung (10) hinzuzufügen,

wobei die Schaltsteuerungseinrichtung (31) beim Schalten von einem anderen Betriebsmodus als dem Sen-
sor-Betriebsmodus in den Sensor-Betriebsmodus den Sensor-Betriebsmodus mit Hilfe des Betriebsmodusschal-
ters (23), über die Durchführung von rot-roter Lichtsignalsetzung bei beiden Verkehrsampeln (6, 7) für eine vor-
eingestellte Zeit, durchführt, während beim Schalten vom Sensor-Betriebsmodus in einen anderen Betriebsmodus,
wenn die Grünlichtzeit einer der Verkehrsampeln unter der voreingestellten minimalen Grünlichtzeit (Ts) bleibt, die
Verkehrsampel (6 bzw. 7) grüne Lichtsignalsetzung beibehält, bis die minimale Grünlichtzeit (Ts) verstrichen ist,
und dann beide Verkehrsampeln (6, 7) zu rot wechseln und für eine voreingestellte Zeit auf roter Anzeige bleiben,
während, wenn die Grünlichtzeit der Verkehrsampel die minimale Grünlichtzeit (Ts) übersteigt, beide Verkehrsam-
peln (6, 7) unmittelbar auf rot wechseln und die rote Anzeige für eine voreingestellte Zeit beibehalten.

5. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, das weiter aufweist:
eine Fehldetektions-Schalteinrichtung (51) zum Schalten in den und Aufrechterhalten des festen zyklischen

Betrieb(s) bezüglich der anderen Verkehrsampel (6 bzw. 7), bis von der anderen Detektoreinrichtung (8 oder 9)
für die andere Verkehrsampel (6 bzw. 7) ein weiteres Detektionssignal eingespeist wird, in dem Fall, dass während
einer auf ein Einspeisen eines Detektionssignals durch eine der Detektoreinrichtungen (8, 9) für eine der Verkehrs-
ampeln (6, 7) folgenden spezifischen Schaltersetzzeit (Tc) zum Setzen des Schalters kein Detektionssignal durch
die andere Detektoreinrichtung (8 bzw. 9) eingespeist wird, wobei die Schaltersetzzeit (Tc) länger ist als der feste
Zeitzyklus.

6. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, das weiter aufweist:
eine Rotzeit-Erhöhungseinrichtung (71) zum Erhöhen der Rotlichtzeit um eine voreingestellte Detektionszeit

(Tx), falls von der Detektoreinrichtung (8 oder 9) einer der Verkehrsampeln (6 bzw. 7), die mittels der Sensor-
Steuerungsvorrichtung (10) von grün nach rot schaltet, weniger als die voreingestellte Detektionszeit (Tx) nach
einem solchen Schalten ein Detektionssignal eingespeist wird.

7. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die Sensor-Steuerungsvorrichtung (10)
aufweist:

eine Rotzeit-Verringerungseinrichtung (72) zum Verringern der Rotlichtzeit um eine voreingestellte Detekti-
onszeit (Tx), falls von der Detektoreinrichtung (8 oder 9) einer der Verkehrsampeln (6 bzw. 7), die innerhalb der
voreingestellten Detektionszeit (Tx) mittels der Lichtzeit-Steuerungseinrichtung (14) von grün nach rot schaltet,
kein Detektionssignal eingespeist wird, nachdem die Verkehrsampel (6 bzw. 7) weniger als die maximale Grün-
lichtzeit (Tmax) nach der minimalen Grünlichtzeit (Ts) von grün nach rot geschaltet hat.

8. Verkehrssteuerungssystem gemäß Anspruch 7, wobei die Rotzeit-Verringerungseinrichtung (72) in die Sensor-
Steuerungsvorrichtung (10) integriert ist.

Revendications

1. Système de commande de trafic servant à diriger le passage unidirectionnel alterné de véhicules autour d'une
section d'un site de chantier sur route, comprenant:

deux feux de trafic (6,7) à deux positions prévus à chacune des extrémités de la section (5) du site de chantier
sur route;
des moyens de détection (8,9) pour détecter le volume de passage de véhicules, prévus à chacune des ex-
trémités de la section (5) du site de chantier et connectés à chacun des feux de trafic respectifs (6,7) à deux
positions;
un dispositif de commande sensible (10) servant à commander la durée d'éclairage au vert ou au rouge et
pour effectuer une commutation entre l'indication de couleur rouge ou l'indication de couleur verte des feux
de trafic (6,7), si des signaux de détection produits par les moyens de détection sont introduits,

caractérisé en ce que ledit dispositif de commande sensible (10) comprend: des moyens (12) de réglage du
temps d'éclairement, à l'aide desquels les durées minimales et maximales d'éclairement avec la lumière verte (Ts,
Tmax) des feux de trafic (6,7) à deux positions peuvent être réglées; des moyens (14) de commande du temps
d'éclairement, qui incrémentent le temps d'éclairement avec la lumière verte d'incréments de temps fixés (Te) si
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un signal de détection est introduit en rapport avec le volume de trafic de véhicules pendant une période de blocage
de commutation (Tk) située avant l'écoulement de la durée minimale (Ts) d'éclairement avec la lumière verte et
pendant laquelle le dispositif de commande sensible est maintenu statique et en outre incrémente la durée d'al-
lumage avec la lumière verte, avec l'incrément de temps fixé (Te) jusqu'à la durée maximale (Tmax) de la lumière
verte si un autre signal de détection est introduit pendant le temps (Te) constitué par les incréments de temps
écoulés.

2. Système de commande de trafic selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre

un dispositif de commande d'éclairement (22) possédant un commutateur de modes de fonctionnement (23)
servant à commuter trois modes de fonctionnement tels que le fonctionnement avec clignotement en lumière
rouge des deux feux de trafic (6,7), l'actionnement manuel de l'éclairement de ces feux grâce à l'utilisation
d'un commutateur manuel, ledit mode d'éclairement consistant en un éclairement vert-rouge, rouge-rouge, et
rouge-vert, et un fonctionnement de ce dispositif avec un cycle fixe, ledit cycle fixe étant constitué par une
commande cyclique, exécutée entre les feux, entre l'éclairage vert-rouge, rouge-rouge, rouge-vert et rouge-
rouge selon une séquence pendant un intervalle de temps préréglé; et
des moyens (31) de commande de commutation pour l'exécution d'un mode de fonctionnement au moyen de
l'exécution d'un éclairement rouge-rouge des deux feux de trafic pendant un intervalle de temps préréglé, lors
d'une commutation depuis un fonctionnement antérieur au fonctionnement actuel à l'aide du commutateur de
modes de fonctionnement, lesdits moyens de commande de commutation (31) exécutant la commande sui-
vante de telle sorte que si l'un des feux de trafic (6 ou 7) est au vert pendant le fonctionnement du cycle fixé,
le feu de trafic maintient en permanence l'éclairement avec la lumière verte pendant un intervalle de temps
restant d'une durée préréglée d'éclairage avec la lumière verte, en dépit de la commutation sur une autre
opération à l'aide du commutateur (23) des modes de fonctionnement.

3. Système de commande de trafic selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel lesdits moyens de commande d'éclai-
rement (22) permettent de commuter la lumière du vert sur le rouge après l'écoulement de la durée minimale
d'éclairement avec la lumière verte (Ts), sans l'introduction d'aucun signal de détection correspondant au volume
du trafic des véhicules pendant la période (Tk) de blocage du commutateur, avant l'écoulement de la durée mini-
male (Ts) d'éclairement avec la lumière verte, et analogue, et lesdits moyens (22) de commande d'éclairement
permettant également une commutation de la lumière du vert au rouge après l'écoulement de l'incrément de temps
fixé (Te) sans aucune entrée de signal de détection pendant l'incrément de temps fixé (Te).

4. Système de commande de trafic selon la revendication 3,

dans lequel ledit commutateur (23) des modes de fonctionnement peut ajouter le mode de fonctionnement
sensible sur la base dudit dispositif de commande sensible (10), aux trois modes de fonctionnement compre-
nant les modes de fonctionnement à clignotement de la lumière rouge, à fonctionnement manuel et à fonc-
tionnement à cycle fixe,
dans lequel lesdits moyens de commande de commutation (31) exécutent le mode de fonctionnement sensible
au moyen de l'exécution d'un éclairement rouge-rouge des deux feux de trafic (6,7) pendant une durée pré-
réglée lors de la commutation d'un fonctionnement autre que le fonctionnement sensible sur le fonctionnement
sensible à l'aide du commutateur (23) des modes de fonctionnement, alors que, lors de la commutation depuis
le fonctionnement sensible sur un autre fonctionnement, avec la durée d'éclairement avec la lumière verte de
l'un des feux de trafic inférieure à la durée minimale préréglée (Ts) d'éclairement avec une lumière verte, le
feu de trafic (6 ou 7 respectivement) maintient l'éclairement avec la lumière verte jusqu'à l'écoulement de la
durée minimale (Ts) d'éclairement avec la lumière verte, puis les feux de trafic (6,7) passent au rouge et
maintiennent l'indication de lumière rouge pendant une durée préréglée, alors que, lorsque la durée d'éclai-
rement avec la lumière verte et du feu de trafic dépasse la durée minimale (Ts) d'éclairement avec la lumière
verte, les deux feux de trafic (6,7) passent immédiatement au rouge et maintiennent l'indication avec la lumière
rouge pendant une durée préréglée.

5. Système de commande de trafic selon l'une quelconque des revendications 2 à 4, comprenant en outre:
des moyens (51) de commutation de détection erronée pour réaliser une commutation sur et maintenir le

fonctionnement à cycle fixe par rapport à l'autre feu de trafic (respectivement 6 ou 7) jusqu'à ce qu'un autre signal
de détection soit introduit par les autres moyens de détection (8 ou 9) pour l'autre signal de trafic (respectivement
6 ou 7), dans le cas où aucun signal de détection n'est envoyé par les autres moyens de détection (respectivement
8 ou 9) pendant une durée spécifiée (Tc) de réglage du commutateur, pour régler le commutateur après la détection
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du signal introduit par l'un des moyens de détection (8,9) pour l'un des feux de trafic (6,7), ladite durée (Tc) de
réglage du commutateur étant supérieure à ladite durée du cycle fixé.

6. Système de commande de trafic selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, comprenant en outre:
des moyens (71) d'incrémentation de la durée (Tr) d'éclairement avec la lumière rouge pour incrémenter la

durée d'éclairement avec la lumière rouge, d'une durée de détection préréglée (Tx) si un signal de détection est
envoyé par les moyens de détection (8 ou 9) d'un feu de trafic (respectivement 6 ou 7) qui commute du vert au
rouge sous la commande du dispositif de commande sensible (10) pendant la durée préréglée de détection (Tx)
après une telle commutation.

7. Système de commande de trafic selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel ledit dispositif de
commande sensible (10) comprend:

des moyens (72) de réduction du temps d'éclairement avec la lumière rouge pour réduire la durée d'éclai-
rement avec la lumière rouge, d'une durée de détection préréglée (Tx) si un signal de détection n'est pas envoyé
par les moyens de détection (8 ou 9) d'un feu de trafic (respectivement 6,7) commutant du vert au rouge sous la
commande des moyens (14) de commande de la durée d'éclairement, pendant la durée préréglée de détection
(Tx) après que le feu de trafic (respectivement 6,7) soit passé du vert au rouge avant la fin de la durée maximale
(Tmax) d'éclairement avec la lumière verte après la durée minimale (Ts) d'éclairement avec la lumière verte.

8. Système de commande de trafic selon la revendication 7, dans lequel lesdits moyens (72) de réduction de la durée
d'éclairement avec la lumière rouge sont intégrés avec le dispositif de commande sensible (10).
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